RENEWABLE ENERGY
Machines can talk
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Variables measured and controlled more
accurately with eWON
In Chile, more and more renewable energy projects are implemented
which require reliable and secure monitoring systems. These kind of
projects need to be measured and supervised accurately. Sinec
corporate’s work is to provide these services.
One of the most recent success stories was the implementation of a
monitoring system for a solar panel domestic hot water system installed in
a building in Chicago.
The corporate decided to equip this monitoring system with an eWON
router enabling to calculate the energy generated by the solar panels
and heat pumps.

Remote monitoring possibilities

This system currently allows the customer to control the energy delivered to
heat the domestic hot water and adjust it to users correspondingly. This kind
of data is essential in order to meet the needs of a residential building.
As Sinec General Manager, Roberto Gonzalez, explains, « We needed to
control the system’s efficiency, so as to eliminate potential breakdowns
and out-of-range measurements and this system has turned out to be an
excellent option.»
The eWON router is able to establish monitoring points, centralize the data
via a PLC, etc. This web-based communication system is continuously
improving its performances and providing new features.
« The web-based Talk2M platform provides remote access from anywhere
and has a very high level of availability. All of this is possible since eWON has
a mobile broadband internet connection via its incorporated modem.»
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We can provide a good quality of service
to the building residents and set up alarms
to ensure that none of the variables
goes out of range and also allows billing
calculations to be made without errors

Machines can talk
eWON features

eWON also offers a datalogging, a possibility of stocking data about the
variables which allows the company to accurately analyze the operation
of the solar panels and the heat pumps. eWON uses a PLC connection
to interconnect the control system and the user, deserving a flow of
information in a real-time.
« This means that we can provide a good quality of service to the building
residents and set up alarms to ensure that none of the variables goes out
of range and also allows billing calculations to be made without errors »,
confirms Braulio Rocha, Sinec Operations Manager.
The eWON router is able to establish
monitoring points, centralize the data via a
PLC and other features

The eWON router is known to be robust and reliable even in extreme
situations. The multiple features proposed allow a constant connection
to the control system and even a preventive maintenance as the data
collected enable a complete analysis of the machine working.
Thanks to eWON routers, Sinec has achieved growth and consolidated its
position as a trustworthy supplier by carrying out electrical projects in large
companies. The company recognized eWON technology as a pioneering
initiative, allowing benefits and savings to be calculated in a way that has
not been done before.

Thanks to eWON routers, Sinec has achieved growth and consolidated its position
as a trustworthy supplier by carrying out
electrical projects in large companies
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